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Abstract 

A conditionally stahl~ explicit finite difference scheme is used to numerically integrate the nonlinear 
partial differential equations of motion in space and time to obtain the aoerodastic steady-state and 
transient responses of a hingeless rotor blade. Numerical stability analysis is performed for soft and stiff 
inplane blades. The effect of different spatial discretization:~ on blade responses and the convergence of 
the finite difference scheme are also analyzed. Rotor blade responses are calculated for different blade 
configurations and results are compared with the results of previous analysis. 
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rotor blade semichord, l 
helicopter weight coefficient 
nondimensional torsional stiffness, _QL_ 

rnyo.,1n::R• 

radius of gyration of cross section, l 
mass radius of gyration of cross section, k!. == k~, + k~:: l 
components of lift in lagwise and flapwise directions, fl- 1 

nondimentional mass per unit lenght 
aerodynamic moment about spanwise axis, f 
number of spatial mesh points 
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elastic displacements in spanwise, lagwise and fiapwise directions, 
velocity components of airfoil in lagwise and flapwise directions with respect to the fluid, lt- 1 

rotor disk angle of attack, rad 
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INTRODUCTION 

In contrast to a fixed wing aircraft, both lift and thrust of a helicopter are obtained from its rotor system. 
A significant part of the control inputs is also applied through the' rotor system. The stability analysis and 
response calculations of rotor blades constitute a significant part of the dynamical and structural analysis 
of a complete helicopter. The analysis of the rotor blado system is inherently coupled with tho unsteady 
aerodynamics of the translating, rotating, pitching and deflecting rotor blade. 

As result of continuing efforts to develop rotor blade configurations with better maintanence and perfor
mance characteristics, hingeless and bearingless rotor blades have been developed. With a hingeless blade. 
flap and lag hinges are eliminated. A bearingless rotor is a special case of the hingeless rotor where even the 
pitch bearing is eliminated. The bearingless configuration consists of a flexbeam with a wrap-around type of 
torque tube. The pitch control is applied through this torsionally stiff torque tube. The scope of this study 
is concerned with the application of finite difference method to solve the rotor blade aeroelastic equations of 
a hingeless rotor systems. Before discussing the scope of the study, developments in the field of rotor blade 
aeroelasticity are briefly reviewed. 

Numerical Methods for Response Calculations 

Usually, as a first step in the solution of rotor blade equations, the spatial dependency is eliminated 
either by the use of global Galer kin methods [1,2,3] or by the use of finite element methods [4,5,6,i,9]. For 
aeroelastic stability analysis, nonlinear rotor blade equations are linearized about an appropriate equilibrium 
or a steady-state. Stability boundaries are then obtained by an eigen analysis. A very detailed survey on 
formulations of rotor blade aeroelasticity problems is given by Friedmann (8]. After the spatia) dependency is 
eliminated, equations of motion of rotor blades in forward flight are mathematically represented by a system 
of coupled ordinary differential equations with periodic coefficients in time. These equations can be either 
linear or nonlinear. 

Straub and Friedmann [4] have solved nonlinear rotor blade equations by a quasilinearization procedure 
for :flap-lag motions in forward flight. At each iteration step, nonlinear equations are linearized by expanding 
the nonlinear equations in a Taylor's series about the previous linearized solution. A similar quasilinear 
iterative method has been used to obtain nonlinear response with flap-lag-torsion motions in forward flight 
by Friedmann and Kottapalli [19]. A different type of quasilinearization procedure introduced by Dugundji 
and Wendell [10], has been used by Panda and Chopra [9] for the solution of nonlinear rotor blade equations 
with flap-lag-torsion motions. Another approach to response calculations is due to Jonnalagadda and Pierce 
[1] where a periodic shooting technique, utilizing the Floquet transition matrix through an iterative scheme, 
has been used. Karunamoorthy and Peters [3] have used a Galerkin time-history solution method to obtain 
numerical results for forward flight. 

Recently, Borri (11] has introduced a time finite element approximation method to calculate the, steady 
response of a fully articulated rotor blade. For response calculations of composite rotor blades, Panda and 
Chopra [12] have introduced a different type of time finite element method by using Hamilton's principle 
in weak form. lzadpanah [13] has used a p-version of time finite element method to obtain the flapping 
response of an articulated rotor blade. In this paper different aspects of finite elements in time methods are 
discussed in detail and a general bilinear formulation with a proof of convergence has been presented. This 
bilinear formulation is based on a form of the Hamilton's varying action principle. 

As an example of transient response studies, Bir and Chopra [6,7] have investigated the gust response 
of a coupled hingeless rotor and fuselage system in hover and forward fiight conditions. Flap bending, lag 
bending and torsion deflections of each rotor blade were considered. Governing equations of rotor blades 
were discretized by a finite element method in space introduced by Sivaneri and Chopra [5]. The fuselage 
was permitted to have three translational (vertical, longitudinal and lateral) and two rotational (pitch and 
roll) degrees of freedom. Equations of the overall system were combined by use of the multiblade coordinate 
system. These equations were linearized with respect to the vehicle propusive trim state and blade steady· 
state deflected position. The set of linearized coupled ordinary differential equations were then integrated 
by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine to calculate transient response of a fuselage-rotor system that was 
subjected to gust loads. 
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Present Study: Numerical Methods 

Transient and steady state responeses of rotor blades are usually obtained by first eliminating the spatial 
dependency. Nonlinear ordinary differential equations in time are then integrated by using linearizations at 
some stage of the analysis. The objective of this paper is to use an explicit finite difference procedure to 
numeric:ally integrate the nonlinear partial differential equations of motion in space and time and obtain the 
ae:roelastic response of the rotor blade. This ca.n be considered as a finite element method in time and space. 
Finite difference methods~ on which the method is b.ased, have been developed and used extensively in the 
field computational fluid mechanics [15,20,21,22,23] Infact, present study can be described as a different type 
finite element method based on P.D.E rather than the energy method. 

Finite difference- methods are approximate in the sense that the derivatives at a point are approximated 
by di:.fl'erences over a small interval. In this paper, a direct integration of nonlinear partial differential 
equations of rotor blades will not introduce any additional approximations other than the finite difference 
approximation for the derivatives. 

As is discussed in subsequent sections, unlike finite element methods, large inversion of matrices are 
not required when an explicit finite difference ptotedute is used to integrate hyperbolic partial differential 
equations. Simply, variables at a time (t + .:l.t) are calculated from their values at timet. Errors are of the 
order of fj,t, ~:~; and ~~2 depending on the use of a first order or a second order difference scheme. Theorems 
on consistency assure that the differential equation solutions are achieved as spatial mesh lenght 6-:z: and 
time interval ~t tend to zero. Stability ia assured by satisfying an appropriate relationship between the 
spatial mesh lenght A:z: and time interval At. Only additional time required is in the calculation of stability 
requirement at each stage. Convergence is assured as ~t increases on the basis of consistency and stability. 

In an earlier paper, authors have used finite difference methods to flap-lag solutions of a hingeless blade 
with success. In this paper complete flap-lag-torsion equations have been solved and compared v:ith results 
of Taylor [18] where Galer kin method has been used for spatial discretization and time dependency has been 
eliminated by the use of ha.rmonic balance technique. 

FORMULATION 
For purposes of numerical integration by the proposed approach which is based on explicit finite difference 

methods, it is convenient to express the coupled nonlinear partial differential equations of rotor blade system 
in terms of first order time and second order space derivatives. This reduction is performed by introducing 
the following variables. 

v, ii 

w, u• 

q,, = J, (1) 

and 

m. = v++ 

mw = w++ (2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where o· and o+ _are the partial derivatives with respect to nondimensional time variable, "'· azimuth angle, 
and nondirnentional spanwise location variable, Z, respectively. In terms of these variables, rotor blade 
partial differential equations and the trailing terms can be written in a matrix form as follows, 

mv v++ 
' 

m, = w++ 
' 

= 

= 

A(u, ,P)u!+ + B(u, ,P)u!+ + C(u, ,P)u! + f>u, 
+E(u, ,P)u.n + F(,P)ud + g(u, ,P) 

I,.u,++ 

Iaaut 
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where ud and Ut are displacement and velocity vectors respectively. The quantity 11m is vector defined in 
the following set of equations. 

The vectors ud, Ut and Um can be combined into a vector u as 

u = { ~} 
The matrices A, :B \ ... , F and g art" then defint"d as follows. 

where 

B(u.v•)=-~ o o 
[ 

0 0 

m 0 0 

[ 

m(x + 2v,) 
- I 0 
C(u, v•) = --:-

-2B2amt + 2Ba2m~ ] 
2B:!amt, + 2Ba:!mt 

- I g(u, "¢') = --:
m 

m 0 

- I 
D=-m 

it,:m(x + 2vt) 

F(u,"¢')=-~ 0 0 
[ 

-m o 

m 0 0 fi.: cos zeJ;,, - i<;_, ) ] 

-2m J:(v;'"v+ + w;'"w+)d( + [zm ~ (k;_,- i<;_,) sin 8 cos8 r- L. 

mx{3p, + [2m~ (k;_,sin 2 8 + k;',, cos2 B)r- L., 

t, [m(k;,,-k;',,)cosBsinB+mk;', B -.M0] 

Bzz A:! cos2 8 +At sin2 8 

B,a = (A2 - A.) sin 28 
Ba2 = (A2 - A.) cos 28 
B33 = A2 sin 2 8 +At cos2 8 
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(12) 
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The boundary conditions at :t = 0 

Besides, the boundary conditions at i = 1 are ¢+ = 0 at :t = 1 and 

Anc,.,Qm,,. = 0 

= 

where matrix Asc ... is 

Anc .. , = [ 

and in equation ( !8) I,,,, is defined as 

and Iaa is a 3 x 3 identity matrix. 

-{ - -., -., 
2m 8 (k;;.,, - k;;.,,) sin 8 cos 8 

- -"'1 ., -"'1 "'I 

2mB (k~J sin~(:}+ k~ 1 cos- 8) 

B12- 4JmB2a 
~B2a + ¢mBa2 

~B,, + ¢,B,,l 
·Baa+ <l>mB» 

An Explicit Time Finite Element Approach 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Finite difference approximations for rotor blade equations can be formulated in different ways. For time 
derivatives, the exact solutions of the rotor blade partial differential equations (5-7) ui:+1 the node point 
(i;, 1/11 + D.,P) can be expanded in Taylor series as 

(20) 

Vectors qt, q{n; and q{, are defined as approximations foi Ut, Um and ud at mesh point (io 1Pi+1) when only 

terms of the order of 6'¢ are retained. Then, they can be combined into a vector q~ as 

(21) 

With these approximations for time derivatives, a conditionally stable, explicit scheme can be introduced 
by using different azimuthal level substitution into equations( 5-7). This scheme can be written as, at (i,j + 
l)th mesh position in a matrix form as 

= 

= 

= 

q; +D.v•{.A.'6'qi +B'6'q' +C~6q1 +D'q' +E'q' t, 1 m; t d, 1 d, 1 t, 1 m, 

+ r: q~. + g;} + o(D.v•'J 

qi,, + D.,PI236 2 q~~1 + O(D.w2
) 

q~ + D.1/1Iaacli~ 1 + O(D.'I/• 2
) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

In these equations (22-24) 6 and 62 are first and second order approximations tor first and second spatial 
derivatives respectiv~ly. In order to obtain a finite difference approximations to spatial derivatives the region 
to be examined is covered by a rectilinear grid with sides parallel to the z-axis and 1/1-axis, with D.,P being 
the grid spacing in the 1/1 direction. The z-axis is divided into unequal grids with lines paralell to the 1/1-axis 
with coordiates :z: = z,,i == 0, 2, ... , m where :to = 0 and :Z:n = 1 as seen in Figure 1. This forms a grid 
rectangular time finite elements in time and space. The mesh points (z, 1/1) are given by z = z;, 1/1 = N D.,P, 
where N is number of time intervals and :to = 0, m = 0 is the origin. 
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In general the finite difference approximation for the p-th spatial derivative of the vatia.ble 1.t.{:r) at point 
Xi can be expressed as the sum of weighted discretized values, 

k=M 

uCPI(zi) = L Oku(z,+k ). 
k:-N 

Approximations to the first and second spatial derivatives can be written respectively as: 

where 

Where, A:z:i =Xi- Xi-1 and ~xt+l == Xi+l - :z:, 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

The currently calculated velocity vectors q~71 are substituted into equations (23-24) to calculate defined 
variables qfn+1 • As explained later, this procedure makes the overall solution of the set of finite difference 
equations st~ble. The" equation (24) depend on velocity vector q~~1 and it has been observed that averaging 

the velocitites vector q{;1 and q{, to calculate displacements has a destabilizing effect on the general solution 
of the numerical scheme. Therefore, displacements are calculated from equation (24) without averaging 
th without averaging the velocities. Second orde'r accuracy is obtained for spatial derivatives by central 
difFerencing. The accuracy of displacements, velocities and are defip.ed variables are still fi.tst order in time. 

To complete the formulation of the problem. the trailing terms are also approximated by finite differences. 
The boundary conditions at x = 0 can be rewritten as 

2 
Qdo = 0, Qmo = .O,.,x:! 1:!3Qdl (30) 

The first spatial derivative of qm at :l = 1 can be approximated a.s third spatial derivative of nodal 
displacement vector qd as 

= 

where 

A_, k - -+++ 
BC I- qd.,. 

Coefficients h_:!, h-1, ho and h1 are obtained for equal mesh sizes as 

-1 3 -3 I 
h_'2 = Aza, h_l = .o.za' ho = ~za' ht = Aza .' 

The variable, qm.,.. can be also approximated as 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

Equations (32) and (33) introduce a fictitious node m +I which does not have any physical meaning but is 
needed to approximate the second and third order spatial derivatiVes at X. 
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Finally the complete boundary conditions can now be written for equal element size ~X as 

qm.,, = 0 

iid .. , = 2Cid..,_l - <l.-3A- 1 k - qd,,_:: + z BC I 

4 1 
¢m = 3ci>m-1 - J<Pm-2 (34) 

n+1 n 
n+l = 

q,_, - qd,., 
qt ... 

<l.i 

Approximations for all mesh points can be written globally by using equations (22-24) and combined 
with boundary conditions given by equations (30) and (34) as 

(35) 

By multiplying both sides of above equation by Ba-
1 

one can write 

qG'+' = BG-'}._G'(qG',,,b) qG' +BG-'g'(qG',,P) 

or 

(36) 

where 

.AGJ = iJG-1 A GJ 

g' = :aa- 1 gi 

Equation (36) can be called the explicit time-space finite element method or explicit finite difference method. 
The vector of spanwise global nodal vectors, q and column vector of known constants at j!h azimuthal step, 
ga are written as, 

q, g, 
q, g, 

qG(,P)= gG = A1/• (37) 

Qm-2 gm-2 
q'm-1 g'm-1 

The spanwise global matrices A GJ and B
01 are constructed in terms of the submatrices A1,2. A 1,3, ... , Bm- 1,2 

as 

At,2 Al.3 
A2,1 A2,2 A,,3 

.A.G'= (38) 
A=-2,1 Am-2,2 A=-2,3 

Am-1,1 A=-1,2 

B1,2 Bt,3 
B,,, B2,2 B2,3 

BG = (39) 
Bm-2,1 Bm-2,2 B=-2,3 

Bm-1,1 Bm-1,2 

Submatrices Ai,t 1 ••• , Bi,3 and column vector gi are written in terms of submatrices A., :Bi, ... , fi1 where 
first and second spatial derivatives are replaced by first and second central differences given by equations 
(26) and (37). 
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(40) 

A,,, = [ Ll.,PD~ + Is,s 
M· (,BoA;+ :E,) Ll.,P(,BoB, + aoC, + F;) ] 

Iz,3 0 
0 13,3 

(41) 

A,,3 = [ ~ (42) 

(43) 

0 

Is,~ ] 
(44) 

(45) 

Matrix A( q, 1,b) is nonlinear _and is function of the azimuthal step. On the other hand, matrix BG is linear 
and is a function of spatial mesh sixe. The values of BG needs to be calculated once for a.given Ll.X, spatial 
discritizetion. The boundary conditions are introduced to the finite difference scheme through submatrices 
At,z,Am-t,t,Am-2,2 1 and Bt,2,Bm-t,t,Bm-2,::! and are written as follows 

At,2 = 
[ 

Ll.,PD 1~+ 13,3 Ll.v• (,BoAt + E 1) Ll.1/•(,(3_, L>.;, I,,sA1 + ,BoB1 l 
+<>oCt+ F,) 

12,3 0 

0 Is,3 

0 Ll.1/>f3-1Am-l Ll.,P[(.B-1 + .81 Q,)Bm-1 l 
(a_1 + a 1 Q,)Cm_,J 

Am-1,1 = 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Ll.,P [.BoA;._,+ E;] 

Bm-t,l = [OJ 

8 

Ll.,P [(,Bo + ,B,Q,)Bm-1 l 
+(no+"'' Qd;m-1 + Fm_,J 

13,3 . 

(46) 

(4i) 

(48) 

(49) 



Bm-1,, = [ 

and 

Finally, matrices Q, and Q, are defined as 

Q, = 

q, = 

Ia,a 
0 

-.<l.#a,a 

[ ~ 0 
2 
0 

[ -I 0 
0 

The Local Truncation Error and Consistency 

0 
1:!,:! 

0 

0 

] 0 
i 
3 

0 
-1 
0 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

0 ] 0 (53) 
_l 

3 

Let F( q )i = 0 represents the equation approximating of the given partial differential equation. It is 
assumed that q is the soluiotn of tht> finite difference equation and u is the exact solution of the partial 
differential equations (5-i) The value of F(u)l is called the local truncation error tl at the (i,j) mesh point. 
F( u.)~ measures the amount of error by which values of the exact solution of the partial differential equation 
differs from the approximate numerical solution. 

By using Taylor expansions, ti can be easily expressed in terms of powers of ilX1 , A 'If and the partial 
derivatives of q at {X,:, tf;" ). Although u and its derivatives are generally unknown, the analysis provides a 
method for comparing the local accuracies of different difference schemes approximating the partial differ
ential equation. Then F~ { q) 

Fl{q)= =0 (54) 

{55) 

Hence, 
tl = O{.<l.¢) + O(a:t') (56) 

The principal part of the truncation error vector t~ shows that second order accuracy has been obtained 
for ud, Ut and 11.m for spatial derivatives by central differencing. The accuracy for the time derivatives of 
displacements, velocities and defined variables Urn are still first order in time. 

Consistency or Compatibility 

It is possible to approximate a partial differential equation by a time-space, .<l.i - A¢, grid work of 
elements which yields stable solutions. However, the resulting solution may converge to the solution of a 
different differential equation as the mesh lengths tend to zero. This approximate method is said to be 
inconsistent or incompatible. 
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For the exact solution u~ the local truncation error is 

t; = F,'(u) 

at a given node point (:f1 , 7/'j ). The- difference equation is then consistent if the limiting value- of each local 
truncation error tend to zero as ~i - O,il ,;., - 0. The principal local truncation error t~, of the proposed 
numerical scheme tends to zero as the mesh lengths approches to zero and the consistency condition is 
satisfied [24]. 

Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Stability 

The proposed numerical procedure, 

can also be written recursively as 

The numerical stability discussions requires that the largest eigenvalue of each matrices A GJ, i.e. 
radius p(A G') of A G' must satisfy [20,21,22,23] 

p(AG') :S 1 

(5i) 

(58) 

the spectral 

(59) 

in order to make the given numerical scheme is stable. Therefore, matrix A GJ should be- assembled and 
stability requirement (59) must be checked for each azimuthal step of the calculation. 

Convergence 

In order to prove that the approximate solution of the given partial differential equation is unique when 
it exists, convergence of the approximate equations must be also analyzed. As stated by Lax's Equivalence
theorem (2~1 for a given properly posed initial problem and a finite difference approximation to it that 
satisfies the consistency condition, stability is the necessary and sufficient condition for convergence. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this section some numerical results are presented to illustrate the application of the approximate 
method to solve rotor blade aero elastic equations. Since the objective of this paper is primarily to illustrate 
the application of the approximate method to find transient and steady-state resporise of rotor blade in hover 
a.nd forward flight conditions, certain simplifications and assumptions are made as follows. 

• A uniform inflow model is used for forward flight condition. 

1. For hover condition, advance ratio p. is set equal to zero and cyclic pitch components are 
neglected. A uniform inftow is ~sumed to be equal to its value at 0. 75 span and written as 

(60) 

2. For forwa.Id flight condition, inflow is assumed to be uniform along the blade and cyclic inflow 
components are set equal to zero. Uniform inflow Ao is written as 

CT 
.\o = p. tan a:tl + .1 

2(1'2 + .X0 )' 

The cyclic pitch variation for forward flight is calculated from 

8 = Bo + B,s sin ,P + elC cos ,P 

where all trim values for a given weight coefficient Cw are obtained from reference [18]. 
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• Hub and tip loses are not included. 

• A two dimensional, sttip type! quasiateady aerodynamic model is used where Theodorsen lift deficiency 
function C( k) is set equal to unity. 

• Structural and mass properties of the- blade are assumed to be uniform along the blade. All offsets 
from the elastic axis are also neglected. 

• Reverse flow effects are not included. 

Computational Details 

For forward flight conditions, the approximate time--space finite element of the finite difference equations 
contain periodic coefficients. Transient and steady-state re-sponses are oPtained by spanwise and azimuthal 
marching. Expilict difference scheme does not require any matrix inversion process. For numerical stability 
analysis the spa.nwise global matrix .A GJ is needed to be assembled at each azimuth step when the numerical 
stability is desired to check but its inverse is not required. The matrix :BG in equation (38) is only function 
of spatial mesh distribution and its inverse is needed to be calculated once. 

Throughout the entire analysis, uniform equal mesh size, ~X and azimuthal steps, L':l...,P, are used. Spatial 
mesh size, ~Z, is only changed to analyze the effect of spatial discretization on the blade responses. Azimuthal 
step, A_.¢, is changed to obtain faster azimuthal marching with in the limits of numerical stability condition 
for a fixed mesh size, AX, for given blade and flight condition parameters. 

Numerical Stability and Convergence Results 

For a given mesh size and system parameters, numerical stability analyses are performed and the maxi
mum azimuthal step, A..,P, are determined. of integration. The highest azimuthal step is the one that satisfies 
the numerical stability condition 

p(AG') ~ J. 

Result for numerical stability anayses are given in in Table 2 where maximum azimuthal steps, !::r.Wmax. 
are given for different mesh sizes for stiff in plane blade. Analyses are carried out for advance ratios, J.L = 0. 2 
and J.J· = 0.4, but the difference between two sets of result iS insignificant. A similar analysis is also performed 
for stiff inPlane configuration and results are given in Table 2. In Figure (3), effects of spatial mesh sizes on 
flap-lag-torsion responses are illustrated. Different tip responses are plotted for A.;r = 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05, 
respectively. Convergence in peak to peak values of tip deflections are observed as the mesh site decreased. 

Results for Forward Flight Conditions 

Results for forward flight conditions are presented in this section. Primarily two different blades, soft and 
stiff in plane, are considered. Rotor blade pa.tametets ate given in Table 3. For a given blade, forward flight 
parameters and a choosen spatial mesh size, Ai, numerical stability analysis is performed and the highest 
azimuthal step, A.1/Jma.:r: 1 consistent with limits of numerical stability is obtained. 

Solutions for forward flight are initiated by all zero initial conditions first for hover condition by setting 
advance tatio equal to 2efO, The pitch setting for hover, 8c, is also set equal to the steady pitch component, 
Be = 6o, obtained by propulsive trim analysis for the desired forward flight conditions. During the hovering 
period, a uniform inflow assumed to be equal to its value at 0.75 spa.n, given by equation (60), is used. 

Flight condition is switched from hovering to forward flight by introducing the cyclic pitch componenets 
to the corresponding pitch variation by a linear incremental procedure until their trim solution values are 
reached. Increments for the cyclic pitch components are introduced such that during this switching period, 
at lh azimuthal step, the cyclic pitch components are taken as 

where 
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Table 1: Propulsive Trim Values, Uniform Inflow, Gw = .005, [18] 

ll~ = 0.125 ll:f - 0.10 ll:f = 0.05 

Soft inplane .0325 .0100 .0050 
Stiff inplane .0150 .0075 .0025 

Table 2: Maximum allowable time intervals for different mesh sizes. 

(66) 

Then the cyclic pitch variation at (j + 1)'' azimuth step during this switching period is calculated as 

83+1 8 8'+1 . ·'· + ,J+l ·'· = o + 15 sm ""J+l UJ.c cos '+";+I (67) 

In above expression 81c and 815 are the cyclic pitch components obtained by trim solution and N su· is 
the number of the azimuthal steps of this switching period. The advance ratio, p,., and the uniform inflow, 
Ao, are set to their trim state values immediately at the beginning of switching state. Propulsive trim state 
values are obtain from reference (18]. For weight cofficient, Cw = .005 and advance ratio, f1 =0.2, trim states 
are given in Table 1. 

Results for Flap-Lag-Torsion Dynamics in Forward Flight 

The proposed time-space finite element procedure based on finite difference approximations used to solve 
rotor blade partial equations with flap-lag-torsion motions. Rotor bla.d• equations, given by Taylor [18] are 
solved for different blade parameters and flight conditions. Highest azimuthal step, .C:.:I/Jma.% 1 is obtained by 
the numerical stability analysis, including only flap--lag motions for the same parameters, is used for solving 
th~ governing equations with flap-lag-torsion motions. The cyclic pitch values are introduced by a linear 
incremental procedure as explained in previous section: 

A typical transient and steady-state responses with flap--lag-torsion motions is presented in Figure 2. 
Corresponding blade parameters are given in Table 3 and advance ratio is set equal to J.L = 0.2. For this 
particular case, two different switching time intervals, ~.-t/J 1111 = Nsu• !::J.'if-,, are used. As seen from Figure 2, for 
th.e longer switching period, !:l.¥'n11 =3.0 ra.d, lag transients alternated in less time for the case. ~1Psw=1.2 
rod. 

Steady-state tip.responses of a soft inplane blade with flap--lag-torsion motions are obtained by solving 
the rotor blade partial differential equations given by Taylor [18]. Results for soft inplane rotor with a.dvanr• 
ratio, I' = 0.2 are compared with results of Reference {18] and presented in Figure 3. As illustrated from 
Figure 3, flap-lag-torsion tip deflections obtained by explicit finite difference method show good agreements 
with results of Taylor [18] where Galerkin method has been used for spatial discretization and temporal 
dependency is eliminated by harmonic balance technique. Percentages of differences between two sets of 
results are between %9 and %2 where the highest difference is observed in between flap tip responses. 

A similar analysis is also made for stiff inplane configuration with advance ratio, J.L=0.2. Figure 4 
illustrates the results obtained by the use of finite difference method and results of reference [18]. Similar 
with the previous case, good agreements are obtained for steady-state flap, lag and torsion tip responses. 
In this case, flap tip deflection results differed with %6 and differences in between two sets of results for 
flap,lag and torsion motions are %3.5 and %4 respectively. For the stiff inplane configuration only the 
inplane stiffness is different from the soft inplane configuration where <ht =1.417 for stiff blade. All the 
other parameters are given in Table 3. Sample phase plots are also plotted for several blade revolutions to 
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First rotating lag frequency : 

First rotating flap frequency : 
First rotating torsion frequency : 

Semicord : 
Drag coefficient : 
Solidity ratio : 
Lock number : 
2-D Lift curve slope : 
Weight coefficient : 
Aerodynamic center offset : 
Precone angle : 
Advance ratio : 

WLl -O.i32 (soft) ( A2 -.01079) 
O!Ll =1.417 (stiff) (A,=.14745) 
Olp1 =1.125 (A1 =.01079) 
"'~' =3.176 (GJ=.00203 ) 

. ' (tl = l.O 

(~) = .025 

(-"=) = 0.0 k,,., 
~=0.0275 
Dno=O.Ol 
u=0.07 
v=5.5 
a= 211" 
Cw=0.005 
XA=O.O 
!3,=0.0 
~t=0.2 

Table 3: Configuration Parameters for Flap-Lag-Torsion Motions in Forward Flight 

illustrate that blade resposes had reached to their steady-state. In Figure 5, the effect of nonlinear terms on 
blade tip responses are illustrated for different stiff inplane configuration for advance ratio p.=0.2. As also 
see from the Figure 5, nonlinear terms have significant effect on ftap and torsion tip responses for the stiff 
inplane configuration. 

CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

In view of the results of present study the following conclusions can be drawn. 

• Azimuthal time step, il.'l/.•, is found to be the key parameter in azimuthal marching calculations by 
the present conditionally stable explicit scheme. Highest azimuthal step, fl. 'I/.•, obtained by numerical 
stability analysis, is dependent mainly on the spatial discretization, the mesh size AZ, and the inplane 
bending stiffness A:! which is as blade structural parameter. Smaller mesh sizes required smaller 
azimuthal steps. As the inplane bending stiffness is increased, the numerical stability condition is 
satisfied by smaller azimuthal steps as compared to the azimuthal steps for the blades with softer 
inplane stiffnesses. 

• Switching period from hover to forward flight conditions has an important effect on transient response 
of the blade. Although the advance ratio, JL, and the inflow coefficient, A, are set equal to their trim 
values at the beginning of this period, introducing the cyclic pitch components in an incremental manner 
eliminated very sharp transient responses. Besides, longer switching periods helped the transients die 
out quicker. 

• It is observed that the blade inplane stiffness, A, and the advance ratio, JL, have a significant effect 
on the transient response of the rotor blade. In general, lag motions reach their steady~state values 
after longer transient periods than flap-Jag motions. For higher inplane stiffnesses and advance ratios, 
transients also died out quicker than for soft inplane blade configurations and low advance ratios. 

• Size of the spatial mesh discretization, A.i, has an important effect on the blade responses, especially 
on torsion. As the spatial mesh size increases, the peak~to--peak vaJues of the blade responses also 
increase but for values of ~i ,2:: 0.1 blade responses show a convergent behavior. 

13 



• This explicit time~space finhe element appro&eh bas~d on finite difference procedure does not require 
inversion of large matrices and can be extended to study more complicated problems such as gust 
response, nonuniform and bearingless rotor blades. A benefit of this approach is that accuraC-Y and 
convergence can be assured and a suitable scheme can be selected for the needed application. 

c 

x.o 
' 

T-------------------1 0+1) th time step 
i t,~ unknown values 

-------------------1 t; jth time step 
known values 

s c 

--
c ~-o x, x, x, X X ·-· ,;-1 .., X 

Initial conditions 

Figure 1: Spatia.! and Azimuthal Mesh Distributions of Rectangular Time-Space Grid Work 
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Figure 2: Numerical Convergence: Effect of Mesh Sizes on Blade Response in Forward Flight, I"= 0.2, Stiff 
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PITCH VARIATION 

TORSION TIP DEF. 

FLAP TIP DEF 

LEAD-LAG TIP DEF 

~~.-
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 4().00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 

Figure 3: Transient and Steady State Responses in Forward Flight, IJ. = 0.2, Soft In plane 
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